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Motivated by a recent tunneling experiment in a double quantum-well system, which reports an anomalously
enhanced electronic scattering rate in a clean two-dimensional electron gas, we calculate the inelastic quasi-
particle lifetime due to electron-electron interaction in a single loop dynamically screened Coulomb interaction
within the random-phase approximation. We obtain excellent quantitative agreement with the inelastic scatter-
ing rates in the tunneling experiment without any adjustable parameter, finding that the reported large (> a
factor of 6! disagreement between theory and experiment arises from quantitative errors in the existing theo-
retical work and from the off-shell energy dependence of the electron self-energy.

A central quantity in the theory of interacting electron
systems is the quasiparticle lifetime, which is the inverse of
the scattering rate or the broadening of the quasiparticle
state, and therefore, determines the width of the quasiparticle
spectral function. The concept of inelastic lifetime is also
important in electronic device operation, because it controls
the electron energy dissipation rate. It is, therefore, of great
significance that a recentdirect measurement of inelastic
broadening in a two-dimensional electron gas by Murphy
et al.1 reports a factor of six discrepancy between experi-
mental results and the existing theory. In this paper, we de-
velop a theory for inelastic Coulomb scattering lifetime in a
degenerate two-dimensional electron system~2DES!, finding
essentially exact quantitative agreement with the tunneling
results reported in Ref. 1. We also identify the reason for the
factor of 6 disagreement reported in Ref. 1.

Over the past several decades two-dimensional electron
systems have been extensively studied for both their funda-
mental and technological interest. The 2DES in high mobil-
ity GaAs/AlxGa12xAs heterostructures has become an espe-
cially suitable system for studying electron-electron
interaction effects, because of the reduced effect of impurity
scattering arising from the modulation-doping technique.
Many properties of the 2DES are strongly influenced by the
presence of electron-electron interactions. One important
property is the broadening of the electronic states by inelastic
Coulomb scattering, which plays a major role in many physi-
cal processes, such as tunneling,1 ballistic hot electron
effects,2 transport,3 and localization.4 The asymptotic proper-
ties of Coulomb scattering in a 2DES are well established
from the existing theoretical work:5–10The electron inelastic
lifetime te in a pure 2DES becomeste

21(j)}j2lnj for
«F@j@kBT, and te

21(T)}T2lnT for «F@kBT@j, where
j is the quasiparticle energy with respect to the Fermi energy
«F , kB andT are the Boltzmann constant and temperature,
respectively. Earlier experimental work on the inelastic life-
time of 2D electrons focused on the dephasing time,11 while
the recent experiment on tunneling1 in a double quantum-
well structure directly measures the inelastic broadening.
One advantage of the tunneling experiment over the dephas-
ing experiment in this context is that the subtlety associated
with quantum interference effects can be avoided in a tun-
neling experiment, which directly obtains the inelastic broad-

ening. In this sense, the lifetime measured from the tunneling
experiment is an excellent candidate for a direct comparison
with theoretical calculations. It is the aim of this work to
calculate the inelastic quasiparticle lifetime, due to the Cou-
lomb interaction in a clean 2DES and compare it with the
results of the tunneling experiment.1

The scattering rate obtained from the tunneling
experiment,1 with the contribution from the residual impurity
scattering excluded, is essentially due to electron-electron
interaction. The effect of phonon scattering,12 including both
acoustic and LO phonons, are safely negligible1 in the ex-
perimental temperature range. Unexpectedly~and as men-
tioned above!, a very large quantitative disagreement be-
tween the tunneling experiment and the existing theoretical
calculations was reported. For example, the measured Cou-
lomb scattering rate1 close to the Fermi surface at low tem-
peratures is found to be more than six times larger than that
of the quoted calculation of Giuliani and Quinn~GQ!,5

which has been extensively used to interpret experimental
results.3,11,13This level of discrepancy is difficult to under-
stand, since the essential approximation used in GQ’s calcu-
lation is the random-phase approximation~RPA!, and the
corresponding three-dimensional RPA Coulomb scattering
calculations are in excellent agreement with experiments.14,15

The biggest inaccuracy in the RPA comes from treating the
short range correlations poorly. These short range correla-
tions should not be very important in the low temperature
scattering rate of electrons close to the Fermi surface, where
only long wavelength excitations are involved. This large
discrepancy, if proved true, would cast serious doubt on the
validity of the schemes of the existing theoretical work. This
is particularly important in view of recent suggestions16 that
an interacting 2DES may not be a Fermi liquid and may have
nonperturbative similar interaction effects akin to Luttinger
liquids.17 Another significant puzzle is that the Coulomb
scattering rate measured at very low temperatures as a func-
tion of energy in the quantum interference experiment11

seems to agree quite well with the GQ result. Since the cal-
culation of GQ is the most widely used theoretical result in
this subject, it is of considerable importance to investigate
this discrepancy. For this purpose, we calculate the inelastic
lifetime by obtaining imaginary part of the electron self-
energy, using the RPA dynamically screened exchange inter-
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action, which is the same level of approximation as the work
of GQ. Our calculation, with all the input parameters taken
from the real samples, i.e., with no adjustable parameters,
shows very good quantitative agreement with the tunneling
experiment. We further find that the originally reported large
discrepancy is due to some quantitative errors in the previous
theoretical work and the negligence of the energy depen-
dence of the Coulomb scattering rate. The Coulomb scatter-
ing broadening studied in this work is caused almost entirely
by quasiparticle excitations. Plasmon excitation can contrib-
ute only at much higher electron energies.5

We first present our calculation of the electron self-energy
for a pure and ideal 2DES. The corrections from finite well
thickness, vertex correction, diffusive effects, and phonon
scattering, all of which are included in our numerical work,
will be briefly discussed at the end. The finite temperature
electron self-energy in the RPA is

S~k,ipn!52
1

n(q
1

b(
ivk

Vsc~q,ivk!G
0~k1q,ivk1 ipn!,

where b215kBT, n is the area of the 2D system, and
Vsc5v(q)@e(q,iv)#21 and G 0 are, respectively, the
screened Coulomb interaction and the electronic Green’s
function. After a standard procedure of analytical
continuation,15,18 the imaginary part of the self-energy is ob-
tained as

ImS~k,v!5
1

n(q v~q!Im
1

e~q,jq1k2v1 i01!

3@nF~jq1k!1nB~jq1k2v!#, ~1!

wherejk5\2k2/2m*2«F , is the electron energy relative to
the Fermi energy,n F(B) is the fermion~boson! distribution
function n F(B)(x)5@ebx61#21, v(q)52pe2/esq is the
Coulomb potential. The RPA dielectric function is

e~q,v!512v~q!xc
0~q,v!, ~2!

where

xc
0~q,v!5

~v1 ig!x0~q,v1 ig!

w1 igx0~q,v1 ig!/x0~q,i0
1!

, ~3!

with g related to the mobility broadening byg5e/(m*m).
The above particle-conserving polarizability19 includes the
essential effect of disorder scattering: The motion of elec-
trons becomes diffusive rather than ballistic at large time and
length scales. This expression allows a simple quantitative
treatment of the diffusive effect arising from the finite value
of mobility, due to impurity and phonon scattering. For the
experimental high mobility samples, the low temperature
mobility is high,m>106 cm2/V s, making the effect of dis-
order and phonon scattering practically negligible.1,12 The
use ofxc

0 does not change the results within the numerical
accuracy, however, it helps to improve the numerical integra-
tions by suppressing the singularities associated with plas-
mon excitation. The noninteracting density-density response
x0 in the above expression is

x0~q,v1 ig!5
2

n(p
nF~jq1p!2nF~jp!

v1jq1p2jp1 ig
. ~4!

From Eqs. ~1!–~4!, ImS(k,v) can be computed. It is
helpful to make clear the relationship between the lifetime
obtained from this self-energy and the lifetimes calculated
from the Fermi’s Golden rule before we move on to discuss
the numerical result. The lifetimes of electrons and holes
from the Golden rule are

te
21~k!5

2p

\

1

n2 (pqs8
nFs8~jp!@12nFs8~jp2q!#

3@12nFs~jk1q!#uVkqu2d~jk1q1jp2q2jk2jp!,

th
21~k!5

2p

\

1

n2 (pqs8
nFs8~jp!@12nFs8~jp2q!#

3nFs~jk1q!uVkqu2d~jk1q2jp2q1jk2jp!,

nF~jk!
1

te~k!
5@12nF~jk!#

1

th~k!
, ~5!

with Vkq5v(q)/e(q,jk2jk1q). The last equation above is
the equilibrium condition. Defining the broadening
G(k,jk)522 ImS(k,jk)/\, it is straightforward to show18

G~k,jk!5
1

te~k!
1

1

th~k!
. ~6!

It is, therefore, clear that the lifetime
G21(k,jk)5@22 ImS(k,jk)/\#21 is the relaxation time of
the electron momentum occupation numbern ks . In general,
it differs from either the electron lifetime or the hole lifetime.
In particular,G21 andte differ by a factor of 2 at the Fermi
surface. It is readily recognized that the lifetime obtained
from the measured spectral function in a tunneling experi-
ment isG21, notte . This,

5 we believe, is one source of error
~by a factor of 2! in interpreting the experimental results of
Ref. 1.

In Fig. 1, we show, respectively, the numerical results of
G as functions of temperatureT, energyj, and electron den-
sity Ns . Several of the familiar features are easy to see from
the figure:G(kF,0)}T

2lnT for small T, G(k,j)}j2lnj for
smallj atT50, andG(kF,0)}1/Ns at smallT. It is interest-
ing to compare the numerical results in Fig. 1 to the analyti-
cal expressions obtained from the lowT and smallj asymp-
totic expansions of ImS in Eq. ~1!:

G~k,jk!5
2

te~T!
52

p«F
4\ S kBT«F

D 2lnkBT«F

for «F@kBT@jk , ~7!

G~k,jk!52
«F
4p\ S jk

«F
D 2lnjk

«F
for «F@jk@kBT. ~8!

The above asymptotic expressions are consistent with our
full numerical results~the inserts of Fig. 1!. It should be
noted that the prefactor in Eq.~7! is different from that of the
work by GQ.5 The cause of this difference, we believe, is
that the corresponding expansion of GQ is incorrect by a
missing factor of (p/2)2. This can partially account~by pro-
viding a factor of 2.5) for the fact that many studies have
reported a Coulomb scattering rate significantly larger than
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the GQ prediction. Note that the asymptotic expression in
energy, Eq.~8!, is the same as that in GQ, explaining the
puzzle of why the measurement of energy dependent scatter-
ing rate agrees with the GQ result.11

Next, we directly compare our calculation with the recent
tunneling experiment1 in a double quantum-well system. For
the case of equal electron densities on each layer, the tunnel-
ing current as a function of the external bias potentialV is

sharply peaked atV50. The resonance widthVHWHM , the
bias potential at half maximum, is a measure of the quasi-
particle lifetime. Under the condition~satisfied in Ref. 1! that
the Fermi energy is much larger than all the other energy
scales involved, the resonance width\Geff5VHWHM is1

Geff5
1

2
G~kF,0!1

1

2
G~kF ,V HWHM!. ~9!

It is important to note that the finite bias potentialVHWHM
introduces anoff-shellenergy dependence into the scattering
rate. This kind of energy dependence is a direct consequence
of simultaneous momentum and energy conservation1,20 in
the tunneling process. Taking the value ofVHWHM along with
the values of all other sample parameters from Ref. 1, we
numerically calculateG eff as a function of temperatureT.21

In order to make a realistic comparison, we include the ef-
fects of finite well thickness, vertex correction, and a finite
value of mobility. The method to include these effects is
discussed below. The calculatedGeff is shown as the solid
line in Fig. 2 together with the experimental data and the
theoretical result of GQ~dashed line! quoted from Ref. 1.
One can see that the agreement of the present calculation
with the experiment is excellent. The discrepancy between
the GQ result and the experiment on the other hand is very
large. This large discrepancy is due partly to the error~a
factor ofp2/2;5) in GQ’s work, which was discussed fol-
lowing Eqs.~6! and ~7!, and partly to the negligence of the
off-shell energy dependence of the scattering rate, which
contributes a 30–40 % quantitative effect. The excellent
agreement between the present calculation and the experi-
ment suggests that the commonly adapted Fermi liquid RPA-
like many-body treatments for the Coulomb scattering rate
are well valid in GaAs-based 2DES. This also shows that a
clean interacting 2DES is, in fact, a Fermi liquid17 similar to
a three-dimensional system.

Finally, we briefly discuss how the corrections from finite
well thickness, vertex correction, phonon and impurity scat-
tering are incorporated into our calculation. The finite well
thickness, which tends to weaken the interaction at short dis-

FIG. 1. ~a! The Coulomb scattering rateG(k,v), as a function
of temperatureT/TF , where TF5«F /kB . The solid line is for
G(kF,0). The dashed line is forG(k,jk), with jk50.4«F . The inset
showsl5\G(kF,0)«F /@(kBT)

2ln(TF /T)#, as a function ofT/TF .
The density of the 2DES isNs51.631011cm22. ~b! The Coulomb
scattering rateG(k,v), as a function of electron energyjk /«F . The
solid line is forG(k,jk), at T50. The dashed line is forG(k,jk),
with T50.1TF . The inset showss5\G(k,jk)«F / @jk

2ln(«F /jk)#, as
a function of jk /«F at T50. The density of the 2DES is
Ns51.1531011 cm22. ~c! G(kF,0)/T

2, as a function of the density
Ns , at T53 K.

FIG. 2. The Coulomb scattering determined tunneling resonance
width Geff, as a function of temperatureT. The solid line is the
present calculation with densityNs51.631011 cm22, well-
thicknessb5200 Å, and mobilitym5106cm2/V s. The diamonds
and the dashed line are, respectively, the experimental data and the
theoretical result of GQ quoted from Ref. 1.
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tances, can be represented by replacingv(q) by v(q)F(q).
The form factor may be chosen asF(q)
5(2/qb)@111/qb(e2qb21)# with b as the well thickness.22

The influence of vertex correction, which tends to decrease
screening through a local field correction, may be estimated
by the replacement ofxc

0(q,v) by xc
0(q,v)@12G(q)#, with

the Hubbard local field approximation23 G(q)50.5q/
(q21kF

2)1/2. The effect of LO-phonon-mediated electron-
electron interaction can be included12 by adding the factor
(12e` /e0)/(e` /e02v2/vLO

2 ) to the dielectric function
e(q,v), with the parameters for GaAs materials as
e0512.9, e`510.9, andvLO536.8 meV. For low energy
excitations, the LO phonons act as a small source of static
screening. The effect of a finite mobility, due to impurity and
acoustic phonon scattering, which is small under the present
conditions, can be taken into account by putting intoxc

0 the
appropriate value ofg5e/m*m. For computational reasons,

all the data presented here are calculated withm5106

cm2/V s.
In summary, we have calculated the inelastic scattering

rate, due to electron-electron interaction for a two-
dimensional electron gas. Our work is motivated by the large
disagreement between the recent tunneling experiment1 and
the existing theoretical calculations. Using experimental
sample parameters, we have obtained excellent quantitative
agreement with the tunneling experiment. Our work suggests
that a clean interacting 2DES is a Fermi liquid and that RPA-
based perturbative many-body calculations are of quantita-
tive validity.

Note added in proof.After submission of our work we
learned of a closely related work by T. Jungwirth and A. H.
MacDonald @Phys. Rev. B53, 7403 ~1996!#, which gives
essentially the same results at this work.
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